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REGULATION  

I started the whole process with searching online for what a gang is. I came up 
with that a gang is a group of people. Then I looked at what the other students 
had done. It was exciting. There was so much good work, and so many great 
ideas. Now I needed to find my own idea. I would like to create something that 
was a little out of the ordinary.  

I searched on www.google.com for different stories of history. Looking thru what 
was out there. I came across Cleopatra. From that moment I knew it. I had to 
make her. She is a famous historical lady that everyone knows. I would tell her 
story.  

I had some thoughts about her, I am looking to challenge myself, wanted to let the 
character speak for itself, with color and accessories.  

I chose to make Cleopatra as a child to display a character more appropriate for 
children. A character that is beautiful and elegant. 

Now I had to start looking for different ideas on what my character should be like, 
the characteristics that I had to take so that it would be easy to see who she was. 
 
This is my process for creating a great character sheet of Cleopatra the queen.  

research plan make 
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HISTORY 

CLEOPATRA 

A short story by John H. 

She stared in the mirror. She was young. Fourteen years of age. Not too bad, not to bad at 
all, she thought too herself. “I’m quite beautiful“ she said out load.  

She studied herself closer, took a hard long look. After what her father said she was now 
on the brink of adulthood. She was exited of course she was. This was the day she had 
been dreaming about. The day she got to be a woman and a queen. Yes, yes she had been 
a woman for a couple of years all ready in the sense of the monthly bleeding. But her 
father the pharaoh didn’t look to her as a woman yet. To him she was still a child. But 
tonight! 

The mirror was staring back. What did she actually look like when she was dead honest? 
Well she had long black hair, as all Egyptians had. Her body was quite young. She didn’t 
have her nana’s large fat breasts and huge butt. She was slim and quite honestly didn’t 
have any breasts or other forms like adult Egyptians. But she liked it. She was pure, she 
was queen and goddess. Or at least tonight she would become a queen and a goddess. 

Her eyes were her best and her worst parts of her body. When she was happy then they 
wore like shining stars of blue, yellow and brown. Sparkling like beautiful diamonds. But 
when she was angry they were like black pits. Hell on earth.  

In a brief moment she was thinking of her mom. She didn’t know her mom, her father 
refused to tell her. But tonight, tonight she would demand to know. She was sure she had 
her mother’s eyes. She could tell by the way her father looked at her, especially when she 
was angry.  

Her father, yes she thought about him to. His way to become one of the most disputed 
pharaohs of Egypt. He was actually of Greek accent. From general Ptolemy 1 Soter 
which was one of Alexander the Greats heroic generals. Being of Greek novelty they 
wore a tight gang of royalty that ruled in Egypt for a long time. But her father got off to a 
rough start. He tried to centralize power in Egypt but with that came corruption and 
uproar. After losing both Cyprus and Cyrenaica her father did one big great thing though, 
he went to Rome to get Cesar on his side. And the best thing for her was that on the trip 
to Rome her father said that when they returned with the power they needed, she was to 
rule by his side. It was magic.  

“Yes it’s magic!” it came out loud. It wasn’t supposed to. But it didn’t actually matter, 
nobody here except her family understood a word. As Greek royalty they didn’t lower 
them self to speak the god forsaken Egyptian language. Except for Cleopatra, she had 
learned the language in secret with her nana. She smiled. Her nana used to call her the 
reincarnation of Isis, the Egyptian goddess for love and maternity.  

Yes she was, and she believed it, she really was a reincarnation of Isis or at least that’s 
what she was going to let her people know for a fact. 
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Little did she know that she was going to be the last pharaoh of Egypt! As little as she 
knew that she also would become one of the world’s most famous mistresses, mistress of 
the 30 year older Julius Cesar. 

INTERPRETATION OF THE TERM ‘GANG’ 

A gang is a group of recurrently associating individuals or close friends with identifiable 
leadership and internal organization, identifying with or claiming control over territory in 
a community, and engaging either individually or collectively in violent or other forms of 
illegal behavior. A Gang is a group of individuals who share a common identity. 

In my case the Ptolemy family was a perfect gang from the past. They took control over 
Egypt and associated themselves with other Greek and Macedonian Royalty and novelty, 
and kind of terrorized the native Egyptians. And in the end they were thrown of the 
crown and their reign was over with Cleopatra as the last pharaoh in Egypt. 

INSPIRATION 

JEWELRY 

I love the snake jewelry, and that it’s all made of gold.
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The necklaces are stunning, which really shows the time Cleopatra was from.

 

 

 

 

The bracelet below I would love to have on my character, but without the stones. I also 
liked the different beads on the necklace. When looking at the drawing of Cleopatra, she 
has beautiful brown eyes. This I liked to have on my version of her as well.
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CLOTHING  

The dress on the young girl is far more elegant than the lady. She seems much cuter, and 
I like to take some of the dress inspiration from her. I love to use the belt, and necklace. 
But I do wish for a bit more waves on the bottom of her dress.

 

 

The kid has a snake pet, I love for my character to have that as well. 
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PET 

Cleopatra loved snakes just as much as I do. She had snakes as her pets, it appears often 
in photos of her. Mostly its jewelry with Cobra snakes. But she also had a lot of live pet 
snakes. She used those as jewelry all the time. The snake she used is a Python Regius, 
Regius means royal. It’s a royal pet because she as the queen loved to use the snake as 
jewelry, especially bracelets. And this type of snake got its name from the fact that she 
actually used them as jewelry. 

 

I have quite a few snakes at home. The first one I got was Python Regius. My snakes 
made me want to model a snake as a pet for my Cleopatra. 

The picture below is an example of a snake that is around the arm. This is a defense 
mechanism Python Regius have. They roll up and stay stuck. They are also called ball 
python. They are great pet jewelry. The other photo is a boa constrictor. They use that in 
films to make Cleopatra’s snake to be shown better, because of the size of the boa it’s a 
great show of. Both photos are snakes from my collection.

 

PLANNING FOR CHARACTER DESIGN 
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I started with having to find forms and poses that I wanted. I mostly look around using 
Google. Looking for children, dresses, poses, shoes, jewelry and anything else I can use.  

The girl to the left had a lot of features that I was looking for in my character. The hair 
gives me inspiration. Her braid is something I want my own version of. Her face is 
beautiful with clear distinctive characters. Her eyes are slightly tilted with a little edge as 
Cleopatra features.  

The other girl on the right has a way to put her hair up, in which I will combine with the 
braid I want.

 

The pictures below have the type of braid I want. I combined the four hair loos together, 
to get the beautiful hair that will fit my character perfect.

 

I planned to create the front, side and back view of the character. It turned out that I was 
going to have to draw a pose too. I decided to make a pose lying down. That makes the 
picture a little more exciting. 

DOODLES/DRAWINGS 

CHARACTER/ ACCESSORIES 

I started with this girl in the picture under. But she was not what I was looking for. 
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So, if you don’t like the one you have, you start over. And so I did. 

First I drawn the girl from every side, than I put on her a necklace. After that was done I 
made her belt. I was at that point wondering if I wanted long strait hair. I changed my 
mind fast.

 

Then I was happy with the girl. I scanned her into the computer, made her bigger and 
printed her out on A4 format.  
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In the photo below, you can see how I drew the dress over her legs. That way I get the 
best mach. This will show in allot of pictures under.

 

 

When I finished the dress then I drew her into my book by laying her under the paper and 
drawing over. 

Then the coloring started.
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The ear rings in solid gold.

 

Some of my drawings. 
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The golden shoes.  
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Some picture of the pose before and after color.
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COLOR CHOICES 

I decided early on that I wanted lots of bright colors. When I found a picture of Angelina 
Jolie as Cleopatra there was no doubt that I would have a red dress. 

 

The jewelry is of gold, which is a highly characteristic. I want to add gold ribbon at the 
bottom of the dress. I planned to have bright colors on the beads from the belt to 
Cleopatra. For a drawing with very good color I bought one set of aquarelle colors. They 
provide brighter colors. 
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3D ASSETS 

The proses was exiting, here is some photos on the proses. 
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Because I tried the gold texture, I wanted to show how it ended. Even though I didn’t 
fancy the gold texture I’ll show how it turned out in the images below.  
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PUBLIC’S REACTION 

I was hoping for a wow reaction from the children. So I used my kid as a test kid, she 
loved it. Her friend asked if I could please make her one to. So for the children I made 
my goal. They love the colors and the girl. 

For the adults I hope they like the colors and that they are drawn to her and want to bring 
her to the whole family. I like her to be the happy character they want to see more of.  
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MODEL SHEET 

This is the result of my project.  
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CONCLUSION 

THIS WENT WELL 

The planning was great. I started at the right step this time. I did the whole process from 
start to end. Mostly everything vent after plan.  

The colors went weary well. The new pencils made it allot different than the cheap one. I 
felt it went grate at putting the character in the character sheet. 

 

THIS DID NOT GO WELL 

The shadows did not show as well as I liked them to. I also had some difficulties with the 
eyes on the character pose. 

The 3d models were so fun making. Long time since I made them now, but the shine in 
them didn’t went to well when putting on gold texture. When I heard that reflection map 
was the reason I now know how to fix it. 
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